Effect of the Cascade Injection Molding on the Filling Behaviour
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This paper deals with different ways of injection molding. A plastic part can be generally filled many ways. Use of more than one gate is common in a plastic industry. Cascade molding can affect the final properties of the product, especially by the number of gates, timing of closing – opening and by the order of individual gates. A simple plastic box is used as a reference part in this paper. It is a longitudinal part with one side longer than the others. There are ribs on the bottom side of the box. The injection system is located on the bottom side of the box. The filling process is considering five individual gates. All possible filling variants are compared with respect to temperature, pressure and number of weld lines. Sequential filling from the central point of the box is the most suitable option.
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1 Introduction

There are many software tools which can be used for determination of the best placement for the gate. The gate is place where the melt enters the part. The best placement is not dependent on pressure, temperatures, etc. Even if the best placement for one gate is found, the required parameters on the machine can be too high. Filling by one gate requires very high pressure and this can limit the choice of machines. A better machine is usually more expensive. Generally used way how to solve it is usage of multi – gate filling. More gates can be added into cold or hot runner system. Hot runner system was selected to fill a reference part.

The hot runner system can keep more uniform temperature of the plastic part. Each gate has a constant temperature. This system is more expensive than the cold runner system. The advantages of the hot runner system are lower machine conditions, less waste of material and need for controlling of gates. The gate is controlled by a nozzle. The signal for opening or closing the nozzle can be time or melt of front position. A problem is to define the time for opening and closing the gate. Mold flow analysis has to be performed for this. The melt front control requires the information about the location of the melt from the sensor. The position of front melt gives a signal for controls the gate. It is necessary to find answers to the following questions. On which side of the product to place gates? What will control the gates? In which order will the gates be open. In what order will the gates fill? Is it necessary to use every gate?

The hot runner system is very often to using for part with in one direction longer than other, complicated shape, reduction of injection time, pressure etc.

2 Description

A shell-shaped part in the Fig. 1 Model of box was selected in this research. It is plastic part with ribs, sealing groove and holes for screws. Dimension in the longitudinal direction is longer than in the others. The interior space is designed to store small items. The sealing groove is on the top surface. Holes for screws are in the edge of part. The size of the part is 200x60-17 mm. Material of the box is ABS Polyflam Rabs 90000 UV5 from producent A. Schulman.

![Fig. 1 Model of box](image)

It is important to take into account which side of the plastic box is visible. This site is important for design of the part, because gates would not be located on this side.

The internal surface of box is more important comparing to others. After opening is the first look inside the box. Smooth walls are important for storage of items in the box. The position of the gates is on the surface with ribs, because this side will not be visible during usage of this part. [6]

Injection system

Injection system is visible in the following figure. The hot runner system has five gates. The plastic material is heated to a melt temperature which is same for all gates. Every gate has a number (1-5) which helps to improve an order in the mold- flow software.
The mesh quality was selected at level three from five in Moldex3D. Density of mesh is visible in Fig. 2. The mesh is denser in the part than injection system. Total number of elements is around 350,000. Injection system consist of 41,000 elements. [7, 8]

3 Simulation

Five variants of filling were created, schematically in the Fig. 3. This number is not final, here exist many variants, but the described variants are commonly used. The work contains both controlled and uncontrolled gates. The signal for controlling is the melt front. Two variants use only one gate. These variants are for comparing with sequential opening variants.

For controlling was selected melt front control. Controlling by melt front is more complicated than time controlling. The principle is based on usage of sensors of the melt flow in the channels. A sensor gives a signal to control the needle. Sencor gives a signal when the melt front reaches the position sensor. Sensor location was selected at the bottom of the rib - inside of the part. The melt first fills in the bottom surface of the rib and after the melts flows into walls of part. The top of the rib is filled later than bottom. The next gate opens when the melted material is at least partially below the previous one. The filling time for all variants is 2.3 sec.

4 Results

The results from simulations of variants were different. Some values did not differ much, some values varied considerably. The pressure value was very different. This parameter is important for machine selection. Value of
The biggest pressure differences are between filling from side and other variants. Filling from the side and only one gate requires the greatest pressure. The effect of sequential opening of other gates has reduced the required pressure value by almost half. All gates open required the lowest pressure value. The pressure distribution Fig. 4 is shown in the part crosssection. [11]

Multi – gates filling is reducing the required parameters on the machine. The disadvantage of this method is higher number of weld lines. A weld line is formed when two separate melt fronts are joined into one flow. The weld lines are not appropriate for the part, but it is not possible to avoid all of them. It is not recommended to place weld lines at positions with higher stress, because mechanical properties are at weld line lower. The worst design with respect to weld lines is parallel filling, Fig. 5. [5]

### All gates parallel

**From middle:**
- One gate (3)
- Sequential opening of further gates

**From side:**
- One gate (1)
- Sequential opening of further gates

Fig. 4 Comparison of all variants over pressure in the cross section of the part

**Fig. 5 Filling all gates parallel**

### Tab. 1 Pressure and temperature of the simulation values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>All gates parallel</th>
<th>From middle</th>
<th>From side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure of filling</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure of packing</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of filling</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>240.9</td>
<td>244.1</td>
<td>240.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of packing</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>237.3</td>
<td>237.4</td>
<td>237.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1 [10]
Fig. 5 shows gates contribution. The melt with flow through the gate has a specific color. The variant of filling by all has five colors. The color distribution is almost uniform. It is because of that all the gates are open. Weld lines are on the border two colors. Number of these borders is four. The border (weld line) is located across the part. The other weld lines are in corners and other places in the part (same for all variants of filling). In terms of weld lines, there are better variant – filling by one gate or sequential opening further gates. The difference between the two variants is shown in Fig. 6. [9]

Fig. 6 shown melt front time. Comparing of filling is shown in isosurfaces. An isosurface is a surface of the same time within a volume of space. Changes in the isosurface shape shows difference close to gates. The flow of melt is increased close to these gates. The isosurface shows higher velocity of material in the middle of the part. The gates during sequential opening from middle are opened in followich scheme: 3, 2 and 4 and last is 1 and 5. The biggest difference between described two variants is close gate one and five. The total comparison of all variants is in the Fig. 7. [1, 2]

Comparison of all variants is shown on isosurfaces in the cross section of the part. Representation of filling of all gates parallel can predicting where the weld line will be. Other variants have not that so big weld line. The difference between filling one gate or sequential opening further gates is very good to see. Sequential opening further gates, the isosurface are farther from the start. [3], [4]

Fig. 7 Comparison of melt front time for all variants in the cross section of the part

4.1 Evaluation

In terms of number and distribution of weld lines, the filling of all gates parallel was the worst. Filling only one gate does not have so many weld lines. Their disadvantage is very height required parameters from machine. Filling from the middle less required parameters than filling from the side. Sequential opening of further gates was better. The start of filling was very important. Especially the distance from the start to the end of filling. Filling from the middle has smaller distance than filling from the side.

Filling from the middle with sequential opening of further gates was the best variant.
5 Conclusion

This paper deals with variants of filling. The part and the hot runner system were defined, and they did not change during this work. The variants focused on the possibilities of filling. The best variant was selected from five variants. The number of variants is not final. It is possible to come up with more variants. The goal was to find the best variant of filling. The location of the filling was taken into account. Next the order of filling was solved. It is possible to confirm further recommend. The first filling gate is placed in to the center of the part. If it is possible the sequential opening further gates.
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